FLU ATTACK
Chances Slim

SEP'T. 19 -- "There should be no concern about the flu by the students," stated Dr. Lumbard he as he shot the flu vaccine up the arm of a student volunteer.

Doctor Lumbard said that flu shot is offered to all athletic teams that travel during the fall and winter and that all administrative personnel. This year students who obtain permission to on campus for personal reasons may also receive the shot.

"A couple might be the year for the flu, it comes in cycles and the last time it came was in '76. The only ones who have to worry are infants and those over 65. If a student volunteer to receive the shot will be layed up for three- to five-weeks." The United States Health Department pointed out that flu is warning the possibility of a flu epidemic.

Several large companies have started vaccination programs in such an event.

**'Prejudice'**

**CODE Topic**

RALPH W. ALLEN, the Trinity junior who was active in the integration movement in Davenport, Iowa, will be the speaker on the topic "Racial Prej udice in the College Community."

The talk will be held at a meeting Tuesday of the Committee Organized to Defend Equality.

Allen, who spent the summer years helping Negro citizens in Davenport register to vote, returned to campus Sunday.

Dr. William A. Johnson of the religious department will introduce Allen at the meeting, which will take place at 4:30 p.m. in the Senate Room.

Student President, CODE president, stated that Allen’s talk would "uncover the fact that the isolation and the wedge of accomplishment in the coming year."

COXHEAD ADDED that the organization plan to work closely with people in the Hartford community who are interested in working towards Civil Rights.

There is a possibility that certain students who are not in the dormitory will be picking certain establishing standards, said Coxhead. Certain students generally work to end all types of discrimination, particularly in the social scene.

COXHEAD SAID he hopes CODE would be able to work with black students "emotionally and morally" in the activities in the South.

He added that there would be no business meeting at the Tuesday session.

**Student Participation?**

**Senate Ponders Aid to State Study**

by ALFRED C. BURHOLD

Senior President John E. Waggott urged the Senate Monday night to consider a State E AID to universities in the State of Connecticut.

Conducting the study here is consistent on Senate approval.

Charles J. L. Waggott, an authority on educational matters in the District of Columbia, is expected to report a minimum of 200 students to aid in a study of educational problems in the State.

TRINITY STUDENTS will then be providing statistics which will be given to the Connecticut College students.

The study is conducted by the Motor Vehicle and Health departments along with the U.S. Health Service and is the same given to those persons involved in one- or multiple-vehicle accidents. It is the most intensive test given in the State.

James P. Shortall, test medical director, emphasized that "no individual who participates in this program will be penalized" if he fails all follow-up driving tests.

No individual results are referred to the motor vehicle department.

"WHO, ME?" Jack Waggott asks as the medic motions for him to enter the mobile test unit of the accident prevention survey. Jack found that the test was not as ominous as it appeared.

(Feedl Photo)
Graduate Studies Increase

The number of Trinity graduates who apply to graduate schools is increasing every year, according to a recently released report from the Placement Office of John F. Butler. A total of 111 students, or 51 per cent of the Class of 1963, made applications, Butler said. He added that only 102 had received definite acceptance.

The Class of 1963 provided the largest number and the largest percentage of graduate students among those graduating in the college's history. Similar figures for recent years include 38.3 per cent in 1959, 40.3 per cent in 1960, and 43 per cent in 1961.

Among those going to graduate school, 32 are in law school—12 are at Boston University, two at Harvard and one at Yale. Of 15 students in medical school, two each are attending the University of Pennsylvania and Tufts. Thirteen graduates enrolled in business schools (four each at Harvard and Wharton, and 11 went on to theological studies. Two students began graduate studies in history (two each at Columbia and Cornell), five in linguistics and European languages, four in education, three in psychology, two in physical chemistry, one in pre-med, and one each in classics, economics, industrial management, physical therapy, and business administration.

Of the remaining 49 per cent of the '63 graduates, Butler noted, 15 are employed, 25 per cent are not employed, 20 per cent are traveling in foreign countries, and 11 per cent are majoring in subjects not included in the study, and no information is available on 1.4 per cent.

Eleven of the 43 graduates now employed are in banking, eleven in insurance, eight in advertising, six in industry, three in merchandising, two in public relations, and one each in medical research and the Peace Corps.

Last year's starting salaries offered to B. S. holders rose over those offered to B.A. graduates. Fifth year graduates of B. S. programs averaged $6,130 as compared to $5,355 for B.A. holders.

Teachers at independent board schools pay higher fees than those at independent day schools received an average of $5,300 a year.

In addition to attracting graduates, the Placement Office enrolled 624 students on campus at a cost of $46,900. Butler noted that inquiries (of which 75 per cent were financial) from employed undergraduates last year paid for $3,200 in scholarship and $2,000 in transportation dollars per hour with students of special skills usually getting the highest pay.

As a touch of humor, Butler reported four of the students competing off-campus offered his office recent suggestions such as: (1) provide vaults in grave yard, male models to pose for life study, and write lyrics for one song, and violinist to play at evening meals in a suburban church. To meet the heavy employment demands of students this year, Butler has already arranged to hold interviews with more than 100 companies for students in higher categories, seniors majoring in the liberal arts, and seniors after completing graduate school at the National War College with military programs facing these problems. The placement office plans regular employment upon graduation, and those seniors and juniors wanting formal contacts are invited to sit for portrait class, man to receive—wanted: man to place photographic art at the time of his death in 1882. These should contain the hopes and dreams of Emerson's Ralph Waldo.
Quick, Watson, a Chair!

Athenaeum Antiques: Old Stuff

by KEITH WATSON

Perhaps with an eye toward the yearly problem of student-room decoration, the Wadsworth Athenaeum is now presenting a special exhibition entitled, "Time Points of Collectible Furniture and Painting." The one-room display features 17th and 18th century pieces of furniture, some good, some mediocre - shown in contrast, with explanatory labels.

For example, in the arm-chair section the Brase-Back-Continuous Arm model is noted to be, "a plain seat that lacks fitness when compared with the curvaceous seat of the comb-back." The second model, one of the back-bowtype, has more artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be artistic merit, and yet "the arms are crude and the bow too flat to be architectural, the most important asset no matter what their future careers; to develop their imagination and inquiring mind---of tremendous importance in a world of amazing change. We aim to inspire them to further their capacity for education and to continue their quest for knowledge.

The late Mr. Newton D. Baker once said: "The man who graduates today and stops learning tomorrow is uneducated the day after." We seek further to train them to make sound value judgments and to discriminate among values recognizing with Sir Walter Moberly that "we need above all things to cultivate our sense of values." This is one of the reasons we require religious observance, seeking to strengthen the ties of each student with his chosen faith, We aim further to enable our students to acquire a proper relationship to individual fellow men and to the community and throughout life to be good company for themselves.

Student Contact in Program Beneficial to Mentally Ill

by JERRY LIEBOWITZ

"Take one student with an hour or two to spare, add one mentally ill patient, isolated, without or with relatives or friends, get them together in an atmosphere of friendship and common interests, and positive reactions will take place - some of them slight, some of them surprisingly great, but all of them rewarding. That is the basic recipe, the fundamental working hypothesis of Trinity's Companionship Program with patients in Connecticut Valley Hospital, as the Program was explained to a group of twenty prospective companions Tuesday evening in the West Lounge.

Sponsored by the Psychology Club the program is now starting its fourth year in Connecticut Valley Hospital, as the Program was explained to a group of twenty prospective companions Tuesday evening in the West Lounge.

Any
to further their capacity for education and to continue their quest for knowledge.

Anyone interested in being a companion this year is urged to contact Dr. Herschberger by Wednesday noon, October 26.

Antique havens — Goodwill Industries, and the Wadsworth Athenaeum are now presenting a special exhibition of collectible furniture and painting. The one-room display features 17th and 18th century pieces of furniture, some good, some mediocre - shown in contrast, with explanatory labels.

The Wadsworth's Exhibition of "Time Points of Collectible Furniture and Painting" is of great interest to the layman and of particular appeal to the collector and lover of early American furniture. Yet it must be admitted that, as a guide, the exhibition is of little use to the art historian, as the labels are too short to be meaningful.

Alexander Graham Bell once said: "The man who graduates today and stops learning tomorrow is uneducated the day after." We seek further to train them to make sound value judgments and to discriminate among values recognizing with Sir Walter Moberly that "we need above all things to cultivate our sense of values." This is one of the reasons we require religious observance, seeking to strengthen the ties of each student with his chosen faith, We aim further to enable our students to acquire a proper relationship to individual fellow men and to the community and throughout life to be good company for themselves.

That is the basic recipe, the fundamental working hypothesis of Trinity's Companionship Program with patients in Connecticut Valley Hospital, as the Program was explained to a group of twenty prospective companions Tuesday evening in the West Lounge.

Anyone interested in being a companion this year is urged to contact Dr. Herschberger by Wednesday noon, October 26.
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"Take one student with an hour or two to spare, add one mentally ill patient, isolated, without or with relatives or friends, get them together in an atmosphere of friendship and common interests, and positive reactions will take place - some of them slight, some of them surprisingly great, but all of them rewarding. That is the basic recipe, the fundamental working hypothesis of Trinity's Companionship Program with patients in Connecticut Valley Hospital, as the Program was explained to a group of twenty prospective companions Tuesday evening in the West Lounge.
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"Take one student with an hour or two to spare, add one mentally ill patient, isolated, without or with relatives or friends, get them together in an atmosphere of friendship and common interests, and positive reactions will take place - some of them slight, some of them surprisingly great, but all of them rewarding. That is the basic recipe, the fundamental working hypothesis of Trinity's Companionship Program with patients in Connecticut Valley Hospital, as the Program was explained to a group of twenty prospective companions Tuesday evening in the West Lounge.

Anyone interested in being a companion this year is urged to contact Dr. Herschberger by Wednesday noon, October 26.

Does that sound like a come-on? It is. It's an invitation to come on and join the many who are already richly because they read The New York Times regularly. You'll be richer, too, because The New York Times is richer in the news and information it supplies you about government, politics, science, economics, business, industry. As well as sports, fashions, music, the theatre, all the arts. You'll find your conversation richer, your understanding deeper, your chances brighter to get along the right way for yourself. Enjoy convenient campus delivery of The New York Times - at special college rates. See your campus representative.

John Watson

Theta Xi

Phone: 9-9208
Bantam Eleven Braces For Williams

by STEVE PERREAULT

THAT OPENING KICKOFF in little more than a week away. Next Saturday a predominately senior-class team, plus a few returnees, will take the field against the Ephs from the hills of northern Massachusetts.

Nearly everyone is expecting big things of the Trinity team this season. For the younger members of the student body, particularly the freshmen, a brief handback might help substantiate such an optimistic pre-season tone.

The seniors on this year's squad are the same men who went undefeated during their freshman year on the hilltop. That Fall, the varsity, led by little All-American running back Avery, was capable of matching the freshmen, their only loss coming to the Tufts game when a last-minute defensive thrust fell just short of the Jum- bio's goal line.

With the passing of LeClerc and Comeau from the Trinity's football fortunes took a sudden nose-dive. The 1960 Bantams finished at 3-4-1, averting a fifth loss with a brilliant come-from-behind effort to gain a tie in the season's finale over in Middletown. That season saw several members of the previous year's unbeaten freshmen eleven returning strong on the varsity. The names: Smack, Schulerken, Lalabrese, Schulenberg, Fox, and Polk frequently appeared in the game summaries.

THEN, JUST A YEAR AGO, with junior quarterback Don Taylor calling the signals, the Bantams pulled some early season surprises which propelled them to a fine 5-2-1 mark. On consecutive Saturdays, Trin nipped Tufts for the first time in six years and scrambled to a 21-14 advantage over Colby before a large Parent's Day crowd. However, what most of us remember most vividly was that first time in six years and 88 yards per game rushing. All indications point to a low-scoring, hard-fought 60 minutes of football on Saturday.

WATTERS EXPECTS to have eight experienced seniors and three sophomores steering the ship. Most of them will be familiar to the Trinity fans from last year's games. Anchoring the line at center will be Mike Belby, a little All American third team choice. Belby should be a leading contender for All-East honors this season. The only question mark in the Ephmen's starting team will be at quarterback where Watters is searching for a capable replace-ment. For the graduated Bruce Grin- nell.

Overall, Williams will outweigh the Bantams in the line and will have more reserves to call upon, but the season opener for both schools appears to be a tossup. Monti's Sports Service, which boasts 78 percent accuracy in their predictions, has established Trin- ity as a 1-4-1 favorite in their pre-season picks. By the way Monti's picked the Brows over the Giants last Sunday, 17-10. The final outcome was 17-7, Cleve- land.

STILL A WINNER

Trinity has a winner on its foot- ball team. He's Sam Watters Hatboro, Pa., a 6'7" 180-pound passer who is the team's leading pass receiver.

IDEAL FOR SPECTATORS

Since 1955 Trinity football teams have scored in all but one of their 45 contests while opponents have also scored in 44 of the 45 games.